MITN Postgraduate and Early Career Researchers

Newsletter n°6, June 2016

Welcome to our sixth MITN newsletter.

We hope you enjoyed our two cluster events last month! Have a look at the new webpage for PG/ECR MITN activities, we’d love to hear your feedback.

Let us know if you would like to have a profile on the MITN website as a postgraduate or early career researcher.

If you would like us to publish something for you in the next newsletter, please send it to us by the 22nd of July.

Best wishes,
Jessica and Gioia
MITN Postgraduate Representatives
jessica.trevitt@monash.edu / G.Panzarella@warwick.ac.uk

Expression of Interest
for a new research cluster on

Workplace/professional discourse and identity

Some potential areas:
How does identity become relevant to the workplace and affect professional practice?
How does identity gets constructed and negotiated in professional contexts?
How can we study identity in a workplace context?

Please email Christina (Warwick) for info and if you would like to coordinate the cluster from Monash.
June events

We held two successful events over June to launch our Performing Narratives research cluster and to continue the discussion of our Space, Place and the City cluster. More details available on the cluster sites, below.

June 1st:
Inaugural Reading Group for 'Performing Narratives' cluster (organized by Naomi and Gioia)

June 8th:
Second Reading Group for 'Space, Place and the City' cluster (organized by Alice and Ayten)

Collaborative Translation Project: a Model for Inclusion

The Collaborative Translation project instigated by a group of MITN PG/ECRs has been awarded funding through the student-led scheme led by the Monash-Warwick Alliance.

You may have a look at the project outline for more details.

If you are interested in learning how collaborative translation might benefit your own research projects, please contact Jessica or Gioia.

Research Clusters

Is there an area of research related to migration, identity and/or translation that you would like to explore with other postgraduates and early career researchers?

Email us with your ideas and we will publish an Expression of Interest!
Past Events

Inaugural Reading Group for the 'Space, Place and the City' cluster
March 9 2016
Texts discussed were De Certeau's 'Walking in the City' and Keating's 'Discourse, Space and Place'

Third Plenary Event (Storify)
Third event (blog)
February 3 2016
Launch of the 'Space, Place and the City' research cluster

Second Plenary Event (Storify)
Second Event (Blog)
October 28 2015
A workshop run by Felix Nobis

Have you attended a conference, published an article or started a new research project? Would you like to share your reflections with the MITN community?

Please email MITN Project Coordinator Gavin Schwartz-Leeper if you wish to contribute to the blog.

Call for submissions: Poetry in Translation

Cluster coordinator Alice Whitmore has started working for Cordite Poetry Review, and they're looking to publish translations of poetry from a range of languages. If you'd like to know more, email Alice at alice@cordite.org.au.

Events of Interest

Devotional Writing In Print and Manuscript in Early Modern England, 1558-1700
University of Warwick
20 July 2016

The 7th Asian Translation Traditions Conference
Monash Malaysia Campus, Kuala Lumpur
26-30 September 2016

CFP: Trans-Asia Human Mobilities and Encounters
23–24 January 2017
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok
Organized by the Monash Asia Institute, Monash University & Institute of Asian Studies, Chulalongkorn University

CFP: Trespassing the Borders: Redefining Postcolonialism from Peripheral Experiences
(deadline 30 September 2016)
University of Warwick
11 March 2017
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